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EN 54

Introduction
Fonestar has a wide range of products for any audio 
installation, to be used in the many different areas in 
the hotel industry, from the simplest such as creating 
an atmosphere in cafes or bars to the most complex 
such as call systems or evacuation and emergency 
P.A.
Given Fonestar´s experience, the advice offered 
guarantees that the elements for each project are the 
most appropriate, and obtain an optimum result in all 
types of installations.
Fonestar’s  R+D department incorporates the latest 
technology in our products allowing new functions, 
such as audio transmission through the data network 
in IP P.A. systems.

Hotel resorts
Separated outdoor installations
Hotels are often made up of different buildings 
or installations, separated by large distances.
P.A. in these hotel resorts requires audio 
distribution to all areas, even with different 
musical programs, paging, etc.
The AIP system can transmit audio through 
the data network infrastructure. The control 
software allows installation plans or images 
to be imported to facilitate zone location and 
message or voice transmission.

FS-4200E
4-channel power amplifi er with 100 V line output,
4 x 200 W RMS

FE-1210
Horn speaker, FE series with horn, manufactured in ABS 
and aluminium. Highly resistant to knocks, adverse 
weather conditions, etc. High quality and excellent 
frequency response for professional indoor and outdoor 
P.A. installations.

ZS-2000M
PAVA alarm system. EN 54-16 certifi ed. Can be increased 
to 2000 zones, 20 audio channels and 20 microphones. 
Equipment interconnection through the Ethernet network. 
Management and PC monitoring software (optional).

ZS-200M
Microphone with zone selector for paging, message 
sending and controlling the ZS-2000M unit, direct 
connection or through the local network (LAN). User 
friendly touch pad. Flexible confi guration for the keys on 
the screen: zone selection with different buttons, zone 
names, groups, message sending, etc.

ELIPSE-4
Pair of low impedance loudspeakers. Specially designed 
for PA and background applications; a solution for 
installations in public areas such as restaurants, cafeterias, 
supermarkets, shopping centres, etc. Excellent fi nish, 
stylish design, high power and resistant. Adjustable 
wall mount for easy installation and positioning in all 
directions.
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AIP-3010
IP audio receiver with line output. Audio reception through the local area network (LAN). Manages background music, 
programmed and instant messages, alarms and voice messages using the software included. It has 4 level inputs and 4 
output relays for event activation and external device control. Automatic network parameter setting. The perfect solution for 
large shopping centres, schools, offi ce blocks etc.

AIP-4010
IP audio transmitter with line input. For transmitting 
audio through the local area network LAN. It has 4 
level inputs and 4 output relays for event activation 
and controlling external devices.  It can confi gure 
the network parameters automatically. The perfect 
solution for large shopping centres, schools, offi ce 
buildings, etc.

AIP-GO
Software for PC with automatic 
detection of the AIP series devices 
connected to the local area network.
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PR-5200
LCD projector, 5200 lumens maximum, 2600 lumens 
ANSI, with long-lasting halogen lamp. For screens from 
30” to 300”. XGA resolution (1024 x 768). Compatible 
with 480p, 576i, 480i, 720p,1080i and 1080p.

FS-2061
High quality P. A. amplifi ers allowing you to make installations 
with a 3-thread priority system to transmit announcements 
even when the attenuators are at their minimum. Suitable 
for shops, voice and music P. A. and split audio.

MSH-883 y MSH-887
True Diversity UHF wireless 
microphone systems.
With tie-clip or hand-held 
microphone.

FCM-766
Electret condenser desktop 
microphones. Recommended 
for conference systems, 
P.A. systems, churches, etc. 
Desktop bases with switch 
and output through XLR 
connector.

BS-32BT
Pair of low impedance 
Hi-Fi loudspeakers 
with 100 V line 
transformer.

WPL-401
Connection panel with VGA 
connectors, USB port, stereo 
audio and composite video.
Connection using screw 
terminal blocks. Surface 
installation box.

PPEL-43120-BA
Electric projector screen. 
Activation through control 
buttons or radio frequency 
remote control. Adjustable 
run for different sized 
screens. Adaptable to 
walls or ceilings. Suitable 
for classrooms, conference 
rooms, etc.

Multipurpose rooms
Multipurpose rooms require special audio and 
video solutions. Activities that can take place 
in a multipurpose room, for example meetings 
or courses, need an audio reinforcement 
system and a video projection system.
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Multipurpose rooms
modular
In the case of rooms with increasable capacity or 
that can be divided into other smaller ones, they 
need to share the same audio source or split 
the audio up for smaller rooms. This versatility 
can be achieved with the MPX-8800 multizone 
matrix which allows different audio signals to be 
sent to up to 32 independent zones, and even 
select the audio locally in each one.
The signal in each zone needs to be amplified to 
complete the installation, and the best speakers 
for each zone need to be chosen.

MPX-8800
Preamplifi er with allocation matrix for 8 input 
channels to 8 output zones with independent 
volume control, increasable to 32 zones. Musical 
source selection and volume control for each zone 
through the front panel or the optional zone control 
models MCR-81 or MCR-90E. Priority paging through 
microphone with zone selector model M-880 or MIC 1 
input, emergency, evacuation and warning message 
siren through contact closure per zone. A highly 
versatile system which is suitable for installations 
of any size, allowing music to be selected in each 
zone. Suitable for commercial installations, hotels 
with conference rooms, etc.

MCR-81
Zone control for audio source selection and with volume 
control for audio matrix model MPX-8800, with box for 
wall fl ush mounting.

MCR-90E
Zone control with mic. and line inputs with independent 
volume control that can be allocated as remote source 
and audio source selection with volume control for the 
audio matrix mod. MPX-8800, with fl ush mount wall box.

WA-2200
Reliable, high quality and compact stereo amplifi er especially 
designed for use in audio installations. Compact and robust 
construction. Class D highly effi cient amplifi cation circuit. 
Automatic stand-by function that activates or deactivates the 
stand-by mode depending on the audio signal presence in the 
input. Designed to stand periods of intense work. Assembly 
recommended in small installations, behind fl at screens, 
news-stands or stalls, digital billboards or classrooms.
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Hotel rooms

KS-01
It has a compact hi-fi  stereo amplifi er, 2 x 2 W RMS, 
with USB/SD/MP3 player, FM radio, auxiliary input and 
headphone output, surface box, 2 x 2” halogen lamp 
sized ceiling speakers, an aerial cable and parallel 
speaker cable.

KS-03
It has a compact hi-fi  stereo amplifi er, 2 x 2 W RMS, 
with USB/SD/MP3 player, FM radio, auxiliary input and 
headphone output, surface box, 2 x 3” halogen light 
sized ceiling speakers, an aerial cable and parallel 
speaker cable.

To enjoy audiovisual entertainment in hotel rooms, compact audio 
system kits that are perfect for small areas, as well as TV mounts, 
are available. 

Ideal audio systems for offi ces and the home, medium-sized 
rooms, kitchens, etc. Easily integrated and installed, high quality 
audio. they have all the necessary elements for its installation:

KS-05
It has a compact Hi-Fi stereo amplifi er, 2 x 5 W 
maximum, with bluetooth receiver allowing music 
playback from your mobile telephone through 
bluetooth, USB/MP3 player, FM radio, fl ush mount case, 
2 x 5” double cone ceiling loudspeakers, an aerial cable 
and parallel speaker cable.

STV-639N
Ultraslim wall mount for fl at screens from 32” to 55” 
(81 to 140 cm).
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WA-2150
Compact Hi-Fi stereo amplifier, 2 x 15 W RMS with one micro 
and one auxiliary line input. Remote control output for remote 
power and volume adjustment, connection with cat 5e cable. 
Specially designed for use in audio installations. Highly reliable 
with high quality audio. Compact and robust construction. 
Highly efficient class D amplification circuit.

MC-2150
Remote control for wall amplifier model WA-2150.

Audio installations for small spaces
in rooms
If there is a contents transmission system through the TV 
and the TV output needs to be amplified, there are different 
solutions that allow audio installation in small spaces, such 
as the bathroom.
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Guesthouses, cottages

SAM-306
Amplifi cation control unit with control for 6 zones or rooms and 
6 audio sources. It includes 6 remote zone controls. A music 
program can be selected from each zone and the volume can 
be controlled using the touch pad panels supplied. Independent 
stereo amplifi ers for each zone. Control uses RS-232 to be used 
with other systems. The IR transmitters let you use the remote 
controls for the audio sources from the zones. A versatile 
system with high quality audio. Split audio system for offi ces, 
home, doctor’s surgery, etc.

Multizone audio systems have practically all 
the necessary elements for small and medium 
sized projects, resulting in an economical 
installation without losing quality.
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Reception and communal areas

MPZ-5125
P. A. Amplifi er with 5 x 100 V line output zones and independent 
volume control per zone. Compact zone system with 120 W 
RMS amplifi er for 5 speaker zones. It can amplify background 
music in all zones. When an announcement is given in one 
zone, music playback will be interrupted in the rest of the 
zones until the announcement has fi nished. Paging and zone 
selection with the M-512 model microphone.

M-512
5-zone paging microphone. Musical chimes. LED power ring 
and indicators, zone selection and output level.  Zone selection 
and paging in the MPZ-5125 model amplifi er.

Most of the time, it is necessary to send an announcement or 
messages easily to one or several zones. The most essential 
requirement is a microphone with zone selector, easy to use, 
allowing live paging.

GAT-22F
Ceiling loudspeaker with 100 V line transformer, round grille 
and fi reproof case.

GAT-666
Ceiling speaker with round grille and quick installation system 
with springs. For P.A.
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Bar, cafeteria, restaurant, terrace bar

MAX-62
P.A. amplifi er with 6 auxiliary input selector and microphone 
with priority. Suitable for shops with several audio sources 
and priority paging.

PRISMA-55BTW
Weatherproof hi-fi  loudspeaker with 100 V line transformer 
and low impedance. Sunlight (UV) resistant casing. 
Aluminium grille with electrostatic paint. Protection against 
water and anti-corrosive materials.

Installations in bars, cafeterias, etc. 
need to cover different requirements, 
to enable different audio sources to 
be selected, to provide quality audio, 
offer a suitable mood to each zone, 
split video signals to various TVs, 
etc.

SM-1860U
Professional mixer with 12 inputs, 8 channels (3 microphones 
and 5 lines), with USB/SD/MP3 player, assignable to 2 
master outputs with independent volume control. Talk over 
function and cueing through the headphones. STS-463N

Adjustable stand for fl at screens 
from 30” to 63” (76 to 160 cm).
Rotating stand which allows the 
screen to be turned horizontally or 
vertically.
Wheels with brakes.
Delivered unassembled with 
assembly instructions and 
accessories.
Black fi nish.

FR-525T
Garden loudspeaker with protected 
components. Weatherproof, IP-66.
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Banquet halls

MAZ-4480
Multizone amplifi ers with matrix allocating 5 input 
channels to 4 output zones with independent volume 
control.  Suitable for shops with several areas and different 
musical programs.

SBH-250T
High power loudspeaker manufactured in wood. 100 V
line transformer and low impedance. High quality 
components with excellent audio.

LED-BALL24
Laser ball with 1 x 3 W RGB LED with 32 mobile beams. 
DMX control through 6 channels, automatic mode with 
audio activation or master/slave mode. Long-lasting and 
energy-saving.

Weddings or Communion celebrations need 
P. A. These need a small P.A. system with 
enough power to set the mood for a dance or 
a performance. These can then be backed up 
by lights and effects.

FO-554
1 x 4 HDMI splitter (1 input x 4 outputs), 4k x 2k, Full HD 
1080p, Full 3D.
Maximum resolution up to 4k x 2k, compatible with all 3D 
formats. Quick and easy to use installation.
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Gym, spa, pool

FCM-616
Waterproof unidirectional electret condenser microphone 
headsets. Suitable for sporting activities and in bad weather.
Robust construction. Lightweight and adaptable.

GAT-663W
Hi-Fi ceiling loudspeaker with round grille for PA 
Weatherproof, IP-65. Perfect for damp, marine environments.

PF-30T
Sound projector. Far reaching with low audio dispersion.
Quality audio, recommended for outdoors. IP-66 
weatherproof.

MF-600SGU
Portable megaphone with siren, USB/SD/MP3 player 
and message recorder, 25 W maximum. Powered by 
rechargeable lithium battery included, batteries or 12 V DC 
input.

Special attention should be paid to audio 
equipment for sporting activities, when the 
atmosphere is damp. The speakers and 
microphones need special specifications 
when being chosen.

ASH-7512UB
Portable amplifi er with remote control and VHF wireless 
handheld microphone. Class D amplifi er, lightweight and 
energy effi cient.
USB/SD/MP3 player and bluetooth receiver. Internal lithium 
battery included and transport trolley. 
Perfect for teachers, salesmen, traders, exhibitions, 
sporting activities.
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Portable equipment

FAP-10
Compact personal waistband amplifi cation system with 
hands-free microphone headset. Suitable for amplifying 
the voice in presentations, guided tours, sporting activities, 
teaching, etc. Reaching approximately 70 m in favourable 
conditions. It includes a charge function for rechargeable 
batteries, robust microphone with good grip and a connector 
with thread to avoid accidental disconnections. This model 
has an auxiliary input incorporated.

ASB-12300
Biamplifi ed loudspeaker with injection-moulded,
extra-resistant ABS case.

ASH-36GU
Portable amplifi er with wireless microphone and VHF 
receiver. Perfect amplifi er system for teachers, lecturers, 
salesmen, exhibitions, etc.

NOMAD-500
2.1 autoamplifi ed system, NOMAD series, composed 
of amplifi ed subwoofer and 2 loudspeakers. Including 
4-channel mixer with digital effects processor, 2 mic. inputs 
and 2 stereo lines. Audio quality and easy to transport for 
all types of events, parties, etc.

Portable equipment is easy to transport and to use, 
and can therefore be used for different activities.
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Night clubs: audio

SM-3520U
Professional 20-channel stereo mixer with USB/SD/MP3 
player incorporated, digital effects processor annd multiple 
outputs.

SA-1003
High quality professional stereo power amplifi er, highly 
stable and reliable.

PDA-207
Loudspeaker processor 2 inputs and 6 outputs. Digital signal 
processor conceived to process and adapt the audio signal 
to the characteristics of the speakers in the audio system. 
It processes the input signal offering an independent signal 
in each output. It has equalization functions incorporated 
as well as a frequency divider, gain control, limiter, delay 
and mute.

PRO SERIES
High power loudspeakers and 
subwoofer.

Rooms that are used to celebrate events, parties or even 
discos require quality audio and sufficient power.
The main elements in this type of installation are the mixers, 
power amps and speakers. All these elements can be found 
in the Fonestar catalogue, along with all types of auxiliary 
equipment and accessories (audio players, processors, 
equalizers, etc.).

ARRAY-530
Compact LINE ARRAY 
system, 1000 W maximum, 
500 W RMS.
Manufactured in reinforced 
wood and fi nished in highly 
resistant granulated paint.
Low impedance passive 
system for fi xed or mobile 
installations. High quality 
audio and components.
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Night clubs: lighting

LS-STARS07
RG Laser star projector with 140 mW power with 3 W R, 
G and B LED backgorund, and wide dispersion. 7-channel 
DMX control, automatic mode or audio activation with 
adjustable sensitivity. For assembly on walls, ceilings or 
surfaces.

LED-PAR70
PAR 64 spotlight with 177 R, G and B LEDs. DMX control 
using 7 channels, automatic mode, audio activation or 
master/slave mode. Long-lasting and energy saving.

MIRROR-50
Disco ball with motor.

FOG-16
Professional fog machine, 1,500 W power. 2.5 litres 
capacity for the fog liquid. Activation using remote 
control, cable or DMX control console. Fog intensity 
regulated using DMX control console.

To complete equipping areas dedicated to night clubs 
or discos, Fonestar offers a full range of elements for 
ambience and show lighting, adding value to audio 
installations. 
In this group, lasers stand out the most, LED lights 
with a wide variety of effects, spotlights, professional 
stroboscopes, etc. with DMX control. As well as other 
elements such as fog machines, disco balls or truss type 
mounts.

LED-BEAM24
LED mushroom effect light with 54 x 5 mm LEDs. DMX 
control through 4 channels, automatic mode, audio 
activation or master/slave mode.
Long-lasting and energy-saving.
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